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ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IoT) and the Internet of Services (IoS) are two well-known exemplars of the emerging ‘Internet variants’. These variants will be tightly interwoven yet specific with respect to the supporting technologies needed. The present paper discusses the five variants identified as essential by the authors: IoT, IoS, Internet-of-Humans, Internet-of-Crowds, and Internet-of-Clouds. For each variant, a non-comprehensive set of research challenges is cited and related to the state of the art and to ongoing projects of the lab.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Academic research about and public and commercial interest in the Future Internet is obviously split into two camps. The first camp sees a pressing need for the (r)evolution of the IP and related network protocols plus corresponding concepts in order to satisfy perceived future traffic characteristics and quality demands. Others look at future challenges more from an application perspective and see an urgent need to provide support for several interwoven ‘special variants’ of the Future Internet - each of which is likely to eventually outgrow the entire Internet as it is today.

In the eyes of the second camp, the concepts developed by the first camp shall provide the ‘bit pipe’ for the concepts they work on. The authors of the present paper consider themselves members of the second camp. The paper will discuss five ‘Internet variants’ which the authors identified as essential.

After a brief introduction of these variants below, the remainder of the paper will strictly follow the sequence of these five variants. For each variant (and paper section), major research challenges will be identified and the state of the art and relevant projects will be cited. Due to the large extent of current research, the treatment can by no means be comprehensive. Nevertheless, interested readers should be able to get an interesting insight into the issues of relations among (‘second-camp’) Future Internet research. As depicted in Fig. 1, the following five ‘Future Internet variants’ shall be considered.

1.1 Internet-of-Things
This ‘oldest’ variant relates to non-traditional entities connected to the Internet (neither desktop computers nor servers nor humans using them): in terms of ubiquitous computing, Internet-of-Things elements can be separated into “things worn” (mobile devices, biosensors, wearables) and “things encountered” (smart labels, networked sensors, and embedded devices). While smart labels and particularly RFIDs and corresponding infrastructures attracted the majority of focus due to perceived immediate commercial benefit, they are only the forefront of a vast variety of Internet-of-Things elements to join the net.

1.2 Internet-of-Services
While the Internet has penetrated enterprises for years, not much of our economy has migrated its ‘core of business’ onto the net. Web Services are often a mere ‘window’ onto the offerings of an enterprise that remain a hidden vast web of digital and real assets. The Internet-of-Services goes a significant step further towards providing a fully-fledged digital equivalent to offerings (i.e., services in the economic sense) of the enterprise. This means that human- and software-based entities alike can process these economic-services: negotiation, bidding and contracting, and global interweaving towards composite services can now happen in the Internet, it becomes the full-fledged market place of the changing economy.

1.3 Internet-of-Humans
This one is probably the most ‘forgotten’ variant of the Future Internet. However, in order for the Internet-of-Things and Internet-of-Services to happen on a global scale, Humans must be empowered with a service-independent ubiquitous...
access to the Future Internet. This access and use concept has to hold and enforce the user's wishes and needs in a fully trusted way independent of any 'provider' but compatible with all the services and 'smart things' encountered on the globe.

1.4 Internet-of-Crowds

As digital devices and services interweave around the globe, two global network trends come into focus: one of them is the combination with social networks. Both users and providers of services (and 'smart things') can draw considerable benefit from the inclusion of social networks of all kinds, and social networks, at a closer look, suggest a wealth of 'connection points' to Internet-of-Things and Internet-of-Service offerings.

1.5 Internet-of-Clouds

The second 'logical consequence' of a globally interwoven Internet-of-Services/Internet-of-Things infrastructure is the use of Cloud Computing as an 'obvious' platform of choice. We will briefly sketch the reasons for which a highly dynamic infrastructure - and hence, "the cloud" - is indispensable as a foundation for both the Internet-of-Services and Internet-of-Things.

All five variants mentioned above are particular and self-contained enough to require specific concepts and support (and thereby, dedicated research). Therefore, we will dedicate a separate section to each of them. On the other hand, they overlap considerably, e.g., regarding their need for privacy, security, and trust concepts. This aspect will be furthered where appropriate in the paper.

2 INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)

The Internet-of-Things operates on a wide spectrum of computing platforms, vastly different in terms of size, mobility and usability. The lower end of this spectrum is marked by computers embedded into everyday objects and small sensor nodes with limited processing capabilities. Most importantly, the real power of the Internet-of-Things emerges from the cooperation of many devices. Hence, communication and federated computing are fundamental requirements.

Because the communication requirements of devices are as diverse, several different wireless networking technologies are in place. To address the high degree of heterogeneity of platforms and networking technologies, we have created the communication middleware MundoCore [1]. It is based on a microkernel design, supports dynamic reconfiguration, and provides a common set of APIs for different programming languages on a wide range of different devices. The architectural model addresses the need for proper language bindings, different communication abstractions, peer-to-peer overlays, different transport protocols, different invocation protocols, and automatic peer discovery.

We also observe today that Smart Items are evolving into Smart Products. While Smart Items show a rather passive behavior, i.e., giving goods identity, monitoring, or logging, Smart Products have more self-awareness and can actively interact with their surroundings. They are real-world objects, devices or software services bundled with knowledge about themselves, others, and their embedding [2]. They are motivated by the increased complexity of
technical products today. The ongoing EU FP7 project Proactive Knowledge for Smart Products [3] aims to create products that can accumulate and use knowledge during their entire lifecycle, from manufacturing, through usage by the end user, through maintenance, to recycling.

While the technical design of the building blocks and that of suitable communication middleware of the Internet-of-Things is already well understood, the sensible integration and cooperation of artifacts still remains an open issue. Concepts for the interoperation on a semantic level, allowing artifacts to cooperate in truly open environments, are needed.

3 INTERNET OF SERVICES (IOS)

The reuse of software components has already been a subject of research for decades now. However, the Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) architectural style moves away from a purely technical viewpoint. It aims to bring the worlds of business and information technology together. In contrast to, e.g., Distributed Object Computing systems, SOA models components “at the right” granularity. Components have a concrete meaning as a business artifact and at the same time, they have a clearly defined technical functionality. Hence, this helps business analysts and software engineers to speak the same language.

Because Web Services are based on widespread Internet technologies, they have the power to bring SOA to the Internet. However, today, Web Services are hardly used across the boundaries of multiple organizations. This aspect is currently addressed by large research projects, such as Theseus/TEXO [4]. TEXO envisions the Internet-of-Services, where services become tradable goods. Participants can offer or acquire services through marketplaces in the Internet. The Internet-of-Services may boost modern economic concepts to unprecedented levels, revolutionizing global commerce, virtual enterprises, and ultra-lean businesses. One concrete Internet-of-Services challenge will be cited here as an example: if an enterprise searches for an outsourcing partner, it needs the appropriate instruments to do so. Among the most important criteria is process compatibility, which ensures that the processes of different enterprises seamlessly link into each other and finally lead to the desired goal. Current research in our lab investigates techniques for process matching, measuring process similarity, and automatic service composition.

A prerequisite for matching processes is a formally founded description of processes. However, most modeling languages used today do not fulfill this criterion. For example, BPMN was designed to document processes among humans, but only part of its semantics is well-defined and therefore executable and verifiable. Petri Nets are at a low semantic level and therefore not very vivid, miss

message semantics, mix aspects, and lack concepts for hierarchy. Subject-oriented BPM [5] is a promising new approach to build future SOA systems.

4 INTERNET OF HUMANS (IOH)

One of the main challenges is to enable users to interact with the future Internet. The number of services, appliances, devices and situations supported (“usage contexts”) keeps proliferating at an enormous speed. As a consequence, improved support for the humans in the loop becomes a prevailing challenge: How to create natural and usable UIs for all these contexts? How will future user interfaces for multiple contexts of use be created? How to adapt the layout and the behavior of UIs? And how to provide interactive, non-obtrusive access to the increasing wealth of services to the nomadic user? Approaches to these questions will be addressed below.

4.1 Model Driven Development of User Interfaces

In our point of view, model-driven development approaches can address these issues. Mapache [6] is a research platform and framework for model-driven UI development, created in our group and based on our previous work in eMode [7]. Through Mapache, one application can be enhanced with multiple user interfaces. Modifications can “mechanically” or “computationally” be distributed to multiple of these UIs [8]. Above this, we put an emphasis on the conjoint refinement of layout and behavior. Consequently, behavior can be modified for every UI when needed.

UIs for new usage contexts can automatically be generated with Mapache’s Solverational approach, a transformation engine and language based on constraints and optimization [9]. Hereby, usability rules are encoded into the transformations. The look and feel can nevertheless be controlled very fine-grained, as the UI developer is in charge and can modify all Mapache artifacts.

4.2 Ubiquitous Computing and Smart Products

In terms of natural interaction, an emphasis must be put on the natural integration of computers and environment, as they are not separated by dedicated interaction devices anymore. Having computers tightly integrated into the environment will change our expectation about them, e.g., regarding usability, combinability, robustness and responsiveness.

The above-mentioned Smart Products project [3] addresses these issues. Smart Products are designed to facilitate the interaction between human and product; hence, they have to convey the user’s interaction with respect to these challenges. Smart Products are able to explain themselves to the user and offer proactive advice. The challenge hereby is
how to best use the limited available input and output capabilities, e.g., by leveraging interaction devices in their environment.

4.3 Voice-based Interfaces
Voice-based Interfaces are an important concept towards the invisible computer. Users may have their hands busy while performing everyday tasks, thus severely limiting their ability to interact with traditional hands&eyes devices, i.e., mouse and keyboard. Voice UIs (VUIs) are difficult to build due to their transient and invisible nature. Unlike visual interfaces, once the commands and actions have been communicated to the user, they “are gone”. Beside objective limitations of a voice channel, human factors play a decisive role: auditive and orientation capabilities, attention, clarity, diction, speed, and ambient noise. These aspects can be grouped into technical challenges and audio inherent challenges [10].

In mobile environments, aspects such as computational power and memory pose strong limitations that cannot be handled by conventional implementations. To solve this, most of the research utilizes a speech service running in the network, and employing traditional client/server architectures [11]. The fact that there may be multiple audio input and output devices, and multiple text-to-speech engines and speech recognizers with different capabilities in a given environment remains untouched in most of the current techniques and is the focus of our research towards a ubiquitous computing speech API.

4.4 Pen and Paper Interaction
In the domain of ubiquitous computing, augmenting everyday objects by electronic functionality is a viable approach. Paper, a ubiquitous medium, which is used for thousands of years is more powerful than computers in many respects [12]. To cite only some examples, paper is cheap, mobile and can be easily written and sketched on.

Previously researched issues like, e.g., support for taking handwritten notes, annotating paper documents or mapping paper contents to digital contents is rather well understood. But there still exist fundamental challenges of bridging paper with the Internet. This comprises first how people can collaborate over the distance using real paper and second how digital feedback can be provided on the paper medium.

Previous and ongoing work of our group addresses the first issue. We have developed novel interaction techniques and implemented a system prototype which allows users to collaboratively annotate, link and tag documents, both in printed and digital form [13]. Users can work locally with paper and share information over the Internet. Remote information is displayed in several novel visualizations for user-generated content, which is created on paper. In order to integrate paper-based input and display-based output channels, we contribute pen-based interaction techniques, which closely integrate paper with displays. This brings the integration of paper with the Net a significant step further.

The second issue, how to provide digital feedback, has initially been addressed using voice-based feedback or separate displays. Recent approaches use mobile projectors to overlay visual contents directly on paper. In our group, we are currently developing a software framework which supports application developers in flexibly providing different types of feedback, using audio, mobile phones, nearby displays, and mobile projectors.

4.5 Secure Communication & Anchor of trust
In the Internet of Humans, an important aspect is also how people can securely communicate with smart environments. As part of the Mundo project, we have created the notion of the “Minimal Entity” (ME) and as prototypical implementation the Talking Assistant device. The ME acts as the user’s representative in the digital world. It carries the user’s digital identity and is able to perform operations such as authenticating the user to other parties. The ME is designed as a secure terminal and thus allows to securely perform transactions - possibly with legal impact - in an Ubicomp world. We believe that interaction with the ubiquitous infrastructure will mainly happen through a personal device, owned by each user, that may serve as an anchor of trust. This is because it will represent the user in the digital world and carry out transactions, sometimes with only implicit consent of the user. Hence, it is vital that a user is able to trust the device carrying out these actions. The easiest way to instill this trust in users is to have them actually own the device instead of relying on a networked service, which may remain an abstract concept for many users.

5 INTERNET OF CROWDS (IOC)

The social networks of the communicating users and information on their characteristics can be a powerful aid for any network operation. The social services have to be provided in a decentralized fashion at the same time, since a reliable end-to-end connectivity cannot be expected. Centralized services additionally represent a single point of failure and a possible threat to the privacy of users [14].

The initial challenge in the field is to implement a decentralized online social network providing both availability and a minimum level of privacy. Keeping all needed services and applications that are implemented inside the social networking services available is a difficult challenge. Especially considering the fact that parts of the network may
temporarily be disconnected demands solutions for the migration and load balancing of services and applications in an unmanaged environment, using concepts of self-organization and distributed control.

Safebook [15] currently tackles the challenge of implementing online social networks without centralized control, among only four predominant projects [15-18]. However, none of the approaches proposed so far provides for the distributed execution of applications and added services. The question of how such services would have to be distributed, migrated, kept alive for each subnetwork with a temporary lack of connectivity to the rest of the system, and load-balancing between the participating nodes in a disconnected partition additionally remains completely unreflected upon.

Online social network technologies can also provide numerous benefits for Teams Under Pressure. However, this application field poses additional challenges. First Responders, especially in the case of large-scale disasters tend to avoid both, novel communication technology and software systems and still prefer their traditional workflow including the use of pen and paper. We identified three main challenges, which need to be addressed in order to improve the quality and speed of the decision-making process in large-scale catastrophes and improve the acceptance of new technologies in this domain:
(i) Novel and non-disruptive interaction strategies: Although there is a variety of software specialized on nearly all important tasks of disaster relief, pen and paper is not yet replaced and is unlikely to disappear in the next couple of years. The challenge is to support teams under pressure with novel IT interaction mechanisms and aggregated sensor information without forcing them to abandon their traditional workflows.
(ii) Integration of sensors, communication devices and decision support systems: Commercially available closed solutions do not support incidents of organizationwide or nationwide scale. This requires a clean and smart interface between different categories of data sources and sinks, each one from different vendors and in different levels of sophistication. In particular, sources and sinks must be able to interact and dynamically adapt in terms of prioritization, scaling and QoS. Due to fast changes in information needs and in network quality, adaptation must be possible at much higher rates than with common approaches.
(iii) Break the glass security: Imagine a large scale chemical disaster where perilous gas is about to enter the environment. It is good practice to give the first responders an emergency authorization, which allows them, e.g., to enter every office/laboratory, destroy valuable assets, or flood a floor if necessary. Hence, under certain circumstances, it is possible to override all security restrictions [19]. Since more and more systems are based on IT, the demand for an electronic equivalent of an emergency hammer rises from day to day.

6 INTERNET OF CLOUDS

Two driving forces suggest Internet-based Cloud Computing as a foundation for the Future Internet: i) resource-poor IoT devices must be “surrounded” by data and processing capabilities of vastly varying amount and origin, often “owned” by other parties than those (currently) hosting an IoT entity and ii) global and highly unpredictable demand for IoT services cannot be reliably and cost-effectively met by an IoT provider, particularly by a “new economy” provider.

While the Internet of Clouds will leverage off its “predecessors” Concurrent and Distributed Computing and Grid Computing for much of its structural components, standards, and engineering concepts, we strongly believe that it will inherit from Peer-to-Peer computing with respect to highly scalable basic mechanisms and from Ubiquitous Computing with respect to Privacy, Security, and Trust (PST).

7 PRIVACY, SECURITY AND TRUST

PST can be seen as a key challenge of the Future Internet, orthogonal to all the ingredients discussed up to now. Thereby, the Internet-of-Clouds is to be considered the final deathblow for long-established foundations of IT security: enterprise firewalls become questionable in view of interleaving enterprises, and classical security means (PKIs, certificates, End-to-End security concepts etc.) are of limited use in view of ‘other Ends’ in End-to-End communication is a priori not trustworthy. These trends arose with the first four Future Internet components discussed, but now with the Internet-of-Clouds even the entire computing and communication foundation becomes unreliable from a PST point of view. In the remainder, we will select a few of the related issues for more detailed discussion, starting with security due to its long standing history in classical IT (compared to trust and privacy).

7.1 Security

Security in the Future Internet is clearly beyond confidentiality, integrity, and authentication, but (e.g.) also on the reliable enforcement of the interest of users and service providers. This requires extended research on security policies and remote policy enforcement - especially considering distributed environments. Moreover, multilateral security [20], i.e. providing mechanisms that allow for balancing and negotiating between conflicting (security-relevant) interests are an important building block for the Future Internet. Through multilateral security approaches competing legal, organizational
and individual points of views can be taken into account to design solutions that fit the needs of all involved parties [21]. Finally, the usability of security mechanisms, i.e., how appropriate are those mechanisms for practical usage, becomes more and more important, as IT gets more and more interwoven with our daily life.

7.2 Trust

Trust concepts become even more vital when systems become more decentralized. With an increasing number of service providers the customer has the choice to select her preferred service provider out of many. However, especially a first time customer has little information about the quality of service that those providers offer as traditional hints, as they are known from the real world, are missing. Here, the concepts of trust and reputation have been shown to be excellent concepts in order to support the customers as well as the service providers. In previous and on-going work, we are developing innovative concepts which are the basis for integrating reputation and trust information in (semi-)automatic decision making processes. Thus, we recently developed a novel representation for Bayesian trust models that can be adjusted to the characteristics of different application contexts and that can easily be integrated in graphical user interfaces [22]. Furthermore, we provide a new approach to limit the impact of Sybil attacks [23], i.e., an attacker tries to increase the influence of her ratings being represented by a high number of seemingly independent entities.

7.3 Privacy

Informational Privacy is related to the person’s right to determine when, how and to what extent information about him or her is communicated to others. The upcoming of the future Internet has a deep implication on how personal data is collected, handled and eventually used. In Ubicomp environments, many seemingly invisible devices capture information about users to identify their demands and to personalize services. Nevertheless, service providers operating within the EU need to comply with the regulatory obligations of the EC Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive 2002/58/EC and the EC Data Protection Directive 1995/46/EC if personally identifiable data is processed. It is thus fundamental to identify the privacy threats in the emerging Internet and design suitable privacy-enhancing technologies [24, 25]. Furthermore, it is necessary to analyze if the digital identifiers and identity management systems used nowadays are sufficient.

8 CONCLUSION

This article could only ‘open the door’ to each of the ‘Future Internet variants’, to relevant research topics, and to interesting relationships between these variants.

In summary, the most substantial insight gained by the authors over recent years is the fact that despite the broad spectrum of applications and challenges that characterize the five ‘Future Internet variants’, three core research areas turn out to be the ‘persistent backbone’ of Future Internet research (for what was called the ‘camp two viewpoint’ of the Future Internet):

1. Distributed Computing Mechanisms, Platforms, and Development Aids
2. Human-Computer-Interaction, and
3. PST (Privacy, Security, and Trust).

Notably, these three areas were formerly rather separate. While the first and third became related since several decades, it is only recently the HCI - with the Future-Internet relevant topics mentioned - started to ‘team up’ with the other two fields. This observations leads us towards a strong quest for interdisciplinary research in the three fields mentioned - and (in the light of the Internet-of-Humans and -Crowds) towards a quest for interdisciplinary research beyond Computer Science, i.e. with both Humanities and Economics.
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